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"Distributor Spotlight"

What advantages does your com-
pany culture provide the market-
place?
Mr  Saunders: The real advantage 
that MurCal brings to the table is 
customer intimacy, we want to work 
directly with customers and build a 
strong partnership with them. We be-
lieve in curing what ails our customers 
and to do that you have to get to know 
the people you are dealing with. It is 
about a complete solution and not sel-
ling a part.

This month we choose to focus on one of our distributors, MURCAL located in California, and we would like to share with you its role as a 
distributor for CRE TECHNOLOGY. In 2001 the Murphy family dedicated their new headquarters in memory of the company’s founders, Art 
& Essie Murphy. In October of 2007 John passed the torch to his son Bob, marking the beginning of a third generation of family leadership. 

What trends do you find important for 2022 and how would you use CRE 
products to address those needs?
Mr Saunders: Electrification is the biggest trend that we see, this is quickly 
followed by Microgrids. CRE is helping MurCal to modernize older gensets  so 
that they are able to connect to the grid and help with peakshaving needs.

How does your company conquer complexity by integrating CRE products 
into system solutions?
Mr Saunders: MurCal 
creates complete panels 
and harness solutions for 
our customers so that they 
have a complete solution.

What is a competitive ad-
vantage you provide your 
customers?
Mr Saunders: As a smaller 
company we are easy to 
deal with. Want to talk to 

the owners of the company, no problem as they are probably already involved 
in your project. We are a hands on, make things happen type of company.

The management team of MURCAL is proud of the high professionalism, integrity, and 
adaptability of its operational teams. MURCAL is an installation and development company 
mainly active and present in: Wiring of cabinets, industrial electricity, generator and electri-
cal equipment maintenance and repair, paralleling controller programming.

What unique needs do your cus-
tomers have and how do you solve 
them?
Mr Saunders:  We see a wide variety 
of needs from our customers, we have 

OEMs that are building new equipment and want to be seen as cutting edge. We also see a lot of customers 
trying to extend the life of their equipment by repowering with the latest engines or just updating the controls. 
We work with each customer to find the best solution for them. For example, in 2020 we had a farm with over 
800 engines that needed new controls. We worked to create a solution that was right for them so that their 
existing iron could continue to serve their needs.

What is the most interesting use of CRE products you have seen a customer use?
Mr Saunders: We helped an electric car company update the genset controls at their factory, it was funny 
because they had some two stroke Detroit Diesel units to back up a state of the art brand.

Why do you tell your customers to use CRE products?
Mr Saunders: The biggest complaint we hear about genset controllers is the 
lack of support. Customers want to get someone one the phone that can help. 
MurCal is hands on and so is CRE. They have good products but also are there 
to back them up when needed.

want to become a cre 
technology distributor ?



We are really proud to share with you this product, very reliable and flexible for generator ma-
nufacturers, services companies, and complementary with our paralleling controllers. This AMF 
COMPACT is a powerful, Auto Mains Failure genset control module with a sophisticated level of 
new features and functions. Suitable for diesel or gas generator applications.

FOCUS ON: AMF COMPACT
Enhanced Auto Mains Failure genset controller with integrated programming
Available with display or core version + color touch screen architecture

• 31 calibration points for analogue inputs (resistive or 0-20 mA)
• 500 events / alarms / faults available on front face, logger system on 1300 events with 10 

selected variables on controller
• Embedded web site available on platform
• Automatic firmware update (controllers and configuration software)
• On TCP ModBus communication: can simultaneously manage 4 different communications
• Remote monitoring with i4Gen display, thanks to Zoho Assist application: monitoring control 

and email management
• Redundancy features: application note, configuration files and schematics available
• Always available on stock.
• Programming capabilities, simple and intuitive:

• Scheduler: daily, weekly, monthly, yearly. 10 configurables events
• Alternative Selection: 16 parameters can switch between 2 values
• Easyflex programmation: 50 programming lines

• Breakers management:
• Suitable with breakers feedbacks or not
• 2 contactors (breakers) or external ATS
• Pulse and low voltage coil management, opening/closing faults management 
• Unexpected faults management

• J1939 CANbus communication: 
• + than 100 displayed parameters
• All SPN/FMI defaults are managed on 500 events part
• DM1 lamps management (red, amber, protection, MIL)  are managed in fixed and flashing, 

Start/Stop control, speed, 50/60Hz selection,… 
• 10  «custom» frames can be configured in writing and reading
• TIER 4 Final and Stage 5 with DPF and SCR management: all parameters, alarms, faults 

are displayed (ISO symbol) and controlled (regeneration inhibited or forced)

For more information about this product, contact our sales team: 
info@cretechnology.com

ADVANTAGES OF OUR SOLUTION
• Can be used for auto start or auto mains failure application
• Available with or without LCD screen display (1024 x 512 pixels)
• Compatible with Color touchscreen i4Gen range (7, 10 and 15 inches)
• I/O extension: 32 digital inputs, 32 digital outputs, 16 analog inputs
• 500 events time-stamped
• Remote access via smartphone application or PC with full control, display and configuration
• Master/Slave automatic redundancy
• NFE 37-312 compatible
• J1939 with engine ECU ID automatic detection, “sniffer” frame feature, custom frame (read 

and write) management



For more information, please contact us by email at info@cretechnology.com

Product Match: AMF COMPACT
Automatic transfer switch 1600A @120/208VAC, 3Ph, 60Hz.

The AMF COMPACT is installed on a Caterpillar genset, 600KVA, in changer-over mode 
with motorized to switch the power source between the generator and the Mains. 

If a «Mains electrical fault» is managed (with protections or logic inputs), the generator 
starts and takes the load when the Mains fails. 

Thanks to our new partner ND IMPORTACIONES

Welcome to Nicaragua *****!
Hotel Globales Camino Real has created an unique environment, surrounded by 
nature, at just 3 minutes from International Managua Airport and close to Casino 
Pharaohs, a perfect mix between ecology and comfort.

#application #challenge : Power for hotels and resorts is always an interesting 
challenge, gensets are indeed one of the power grid and therefore the controllers 
have to be efficient and reliable.

POWER IN NICARAGUA 
HOTEL GLOBALES CAMINO REAL

The purpose of this installation 
was to create an installation to 
provide electricity continuously 
to the Hotel Globales Camino 
Real with its 125 rooms, casi-
no, restaurant and other facili-
ties.

DISCOVER THE APPLICATION


